Residence Hall
Physical Distancing
Room Layout Ideal Scenario

In shared rooms, beds should be placed at least 6 feet apart, when possible, and positioned head-to-toe, with heads positioned as far apart as possible.
First Year Areas
Physical distancing is possible when furniture is intentionally arranged to stagger bed positioning on parallel walls. Students are encouraged to sleep with heads at opposite ends of beds.
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Upperclass Areas
Distancing is generally possible when creatively arranging furniture. Students are encouraged to sleep with heads at opposite ends of beds.
Most bedrooms allow for physical distancing in standard layouts. Students may additionally consider using the wardrobes as a physical barrier and/or sleep with heads at opposite ends of beds.
Merion Gardens, Pennbrook, and Xavier

These upperclass residential areas contain apartments and rooms with a variety of layouts and occupancies. Students are encouraged to arrange bedrooms creatively in order to make the best use of space and physically distance beds and sleeping areas as much as possible. Residential staff are available to assist students in arranging layouts to maximize mitigation.